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Although the systems of public schools differ among Australia, South Africa and the
USA, all three countries recognize that religion plays a significant role in determining
values. All three countries have written constitutions but only South Africa and the USA
have a Bill of Rights that protects persons’ exercise of religious beliefs. In Australia, the
place of religion in education has largely been shaped by state legislatures, administrative
regulations and interpretations of the national constitution. In the USA, the long
tradition of religious values being represented in public education has been severely
restricted over the past 60 years, resulting in artificial judicial lines being drawn between
private religious expression and government expression. However, even private expression can be prohibited if it interferes with the educational mission of a school. South
Africa had a long tradition of Christian religious practices in government schools under
apartheid. However, the post-apartheid 1996 Constitution and 1996 South African
Schools Act still give these schools considerable latitude in investing religious values into
the educational process. In Australia, values, religion and education have always been a
preoccupation of those providing education, although the blurring of public and private
education in Australia has resulted in a different direction for the role of religion than in
the USA.
Keywords: religion; values; free expression; constitutions

Introduction
Public schoolshave been identified as the ‘the primary vehicle for transmitting the values
on which society rests,’1 a function that serves to ‘awaken the child to cultural values, in
preparing him for later professional training, and in helping him to adjust normally to his
environment.’2 The purpose of this article is to compare and contrast the place and role of
religion and religious values in public schools.
The legal mechanisms that the three countries considered in this paper have used to
determine and shape the place and value of religion in their schools vary. All three
countries have written constitutions, with the USA and South Africa having a bill of rights
in their constitutions. Both the US and Australian constitutions contain establishment
clauses, but the interpretation of these clauses differs significantly. The place of religion in
education has been shaped largely by legislatures in Australia, fairly equally by legislative/
administrative and constitutional interpretation in South Africa, and almost exclusively by
constitutional interpretation in the USA.
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Values and religion: an overview
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Religion has a significant role to play in the framing of, and commentary concerning, such
significant values in education as respect for and obedience of teachers and students,
industry and diligence in completing important tasks, and tolerance of and for the beliefs
and views of others. As US Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia observed in a losing
cause: ‘Those who wrote the Constitution believed that morality was essential to the wellbeing of society and that encouragement of religion was the best way to foster morality.’3
From the formation of the first American public schools in the 1820s, these schools were
seen as the primary vehicle for ‘communicat[ing] shared values’ and religion was viewed as
necessary ‘to undergird those values.’4
The notion of teaching children morality by some means that did not involve religion would
hardly have entered the American mind. Morality, it was understood, derived from religion,
and for even the most liberal of the Protestants who made up the northeastern elite in the 1820s
and ’30s, that meant morality came from the Bible, especially the Gospels. Without religion
there could be no foundation stone on which to rest basic values of honesty and rule
[accordingly].5

Following World War II, while a religious flavour in public education continued in the
USA, as represented in Congress adding ‘under God’ to the Pledge of Allegiance,6 the
emphasis shifted to the development of a legal secularism in the courts. In the first
Supreme Court decision, Everson v. Board of Education,7 testing the applicability of the
establishment clause to American schools, the Court upheld free public transportation for
children at religious schools, but with the caveat that the wall of separation of church and
state ‘must be kept high and impregnable.’8
The result, as suggested by the Constitution of South Africa, the most recent of the
three countries (USA, Australia, and South Africa) to adopt a new written constitution,
suggests that the core values important to a country (including its education), even if
connected to a religion in the past, can, nonetheless, become secularized and separated
from religion.9 In essence, the debate concerning religion and values has been reframed
from one of determining the extent to which a nation’s values owe their origin to religion to
one of determining whether religion itself is valued in public schools.10 Courts and
legislatures have not made this question of value an easy one to assess and the degree of
differential treatment given to religion in schools has become a benchmark for assessing
whether public schools are instilling the values necessary for citizenship.11
The relationship between government and religion in the USA, Australia, and South
Africa has been marked by a changing historical and cultural kaleidoscope of support,
rejection, and/or indifference towards religion. The changing succession of responses to the
place of religion in the public education systems of the three countries has become
reflective of how they value the importance of religion in their schools.
To say that religion has value in US culture is not to say, however, that religion is valued
in its public schools. The status of religion in the country’s public schools has largely been
defined through interpretive interplay of the US Constitution’s establishment, free exercise,
and free speech clauses.12 Seminal Supreme Court decisions over 40 years ago prohibiting,
under the establishment clause, the longstanding public school practices of prayer and
bible reading in schools13 have become critical landmarks reflecting a separationist
approach to religion and education.14 Two decades of subsequent litigation further refined
this separationist stance to the point where the exclusion of religion came perilously close
at times to hostility towards religion.15 However, in more recent years the Supreme Court’s
use of the free speech clause as a powerful counterweight to the establishment clause has
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revitalized the place of religion in public schools, and in the process has reinvigorated those
who strive for a more accommodationist approach to religion.16 This tension between
separationists, who desire to largely extricate all religion from public education, and
accommodationists, who see religion in schools as the foundation for important student
values, has crystallized around such issues as the distribution of religious literature, school
recognition of student religious clubs, and access by community religious groups to hold
their meetings on public school premises.17
Comparative examination of Australian education law and religious issues with those
of the USA (with its extensive case law history) and with South Africa (with its
constitutional and rights frameworks that have emerged from recent and confrontational
societal development) affords an interesting contrast. Australians do not have a right to
free speech, apart from a common law interpretation of free speech related to political
matters, and most schools in Australia require students to wear school uniforms, averting
issues of appropriateness of values expressed through T-shirt messages,18 which would be
addressed more as a good order issue than concerning the rights of an individual. Issues
that have arisen that relate to individual rights are based more in federal and state antidiscrimination legislation.
South Africa recognizes an intimate bond between values and people’s deepest
convictions, frequently rooted in religion. The South African Constitution19 has proved
itself sensitive to this issue, because the democratic values of human dignity, equality, and
freedom enshrined in its Bill of Rights20 affirm the fundamental rights of all South
Africans. These basic values, while affording citizens some protection against the power of
the state and providing them with some assurance that they will be able to exercise a
certain degree of control over their own lives,21 can be limited by the state, however, as long
as the limitation is reasonable and justifiable.22 In addition, the Ministry of Education’s
Manifesto on values, Education and Democracy23 acknowledges values as transcending
language and culture and, at the same time, expressing shared aspirations as to the
direction that government schools should take to help students achieve higher levels of
moral judgment.24
United States of America
In American public schools the extensive history of litigation involving values has been
inextricably connected with religion. As the Supreme Court observed in Lynch v.
Donnelly,25 a non-school case wherein it upheld the display by a city owned crèche in a
park in Rhode Island: ‘There is an unbroken history of official acknowledgment by all
three branches of government of the role of religion in American life from at least 1789.’26
This sentiment is perhaps best represented in Justice Douglas’ oft quoted expression in
Zorach v. Clauson,27 where the Supreme Court asserted pointedly in validating a program
allowing release of public school students from classes to attend off-campus religious
exercises in New York City: ‘We are a religious people whose institutions presuppose a
Supreme Being.’28 Yet, despite the Court’s observations, sixty years of public schoolrelated establishment clause litigation since 194729 has produced badly split decisions
regarding the place of religion in public education.
Religion and its value in public education play a role in three broad kinds of schoolrelated law cases. A first kind of litigation is represented by lawsuits testing the
responsibility of public schools to protect the free speech rights of students or religious
community groups who want access to public school premises to further their religious
purposes.30 A second line of cases is represented by lawsuits challenging government aid to
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religious schools under the Establishment Clause where the aid is alleged to have the
purpose or effect of advancing or sponsoring the religious values of the schools.31 A third
kind of case involves objections by school officials or parents to materials or events within
a school where religion, although not the sole (and perhaps not always a clearly
articulated) basis for objection, nonetheless is grounded in values that can be viewed as
religious in nature.32 American public education has been likened to a ‘market place of
ideas’33 and, in the light of the tensions that emerge over the place of religion in American
public schools, this article provides a perspective on the place of religious beliefs and values
in those schools.
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Judicial tension under the religion clauses
The First Amendment of the US Constitution has two religion clauses, one preventing the
establishment of religion and the other protecting the free exercise of religion.34 Until fairly
recently the establishment clause had a dominant role in shaping the relationship between
government and religion, with courts invoking the legal fiction of separation of church and
state35 to diminish free exercise claims.36 Within the past two decades, though, religious
practices and distribution of religious materials in public schools have increasingly been
accorded protection as expressive activities under the First Amendment’s free speech
clause.37 However, while federal courts generally have had some success in preventing
public school districts from treating religious expression differently from other kinds of
expression, the courts have not been as successful in compelling those districts to rethink
their approach to religion. Despite the contemporary educational concern about diversity,
the legal legacy of the separation of church and state fiction has been difficult to overcome
when religious expressive activities find their way into public schools.38
The important values inherent in diversity  respect for and tolerance of differences 
have taken root where race, gender, and national ethnicity are concerned,39 but only in a
limited and grudging fashion where religion is at issue.40 The irony of this distinction is that
not only can religion be an object of diversity, in much the same manner as race and
national origin, but it can also be the source of basic human values that serve as a
motivation for the respect and tolerance of other persons. Respect for and tolerance of
other persons and their religions can be part of the value system of public education, but
religious diversity is difficult to recognize or appreciate where religion itself has been
excised from public schools. Justice Scalia, dissenting in Lee v. Weisman41 where the
Supreme Court struck down graduation prayers,42 opined in a losing cause ‘that
maintaining respect for the religious observances of others is a fundamental civic virtue
that government (including the public schools) can and should cultivate.’43
The development of a national approach to the role of religion in public schools has
been patchwork at best.44 Undergirding much of the litigation involving public schools and
religion have been three legal developments concerning the right of parents to direct the
education of their children, the authority of public schools to control their curriculum, and
the right of students to express themselves in schools.
Parental rights under the liberty clause
The US Supreme Court early recognized in Pierce v. Society of Sisters (Pierce)45 that
parents have a fundamental constitutional right under the liberty clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to direct the education of their children. In Pierce the State of Oregon enacted
a statute requiring all students to attend public schools and the Supreme Court, in
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invalidating the statute and reflecting upon the diversity offered by different kinds of
schools, observed that:
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The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all governments in this Union repose excludes
any general power of the state to standardize its children by forcing them to accept instruction
from public teachers only. The child is not the mere creature of the state.46

In more recent Supreme Court decisions the right to direct children’s education has
become more broadly restated as the right of private choice, a right that has sustained
government assistance to students in religious schools.47 In other words, what gives value
to education is the right of parents to choose the venue for their children’s education,
particularly when the education in those venues is religious in nature.48 However, while
parents have a constitutionally protected right to give religious value to their children’s
education by choosing religious schools, courts generally do not provide a corresponding
right of parent choice to have their religious values reflected in the design or
implementation of the public school’s curriculum.49
The right of parents to direct their children’s education must be juxtaposed with the
inherent parens patriae right that each state has under the Tenth Amendment to operate a
system of free public schools.50 The Supreme Court, in giving force to this right in
Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier (Hazelwood),51 upheld the right of a high school
principal to delete articles from the student newspaper that was prepared and published as
part of the school’s journalism course. In rejecting the student editor’s free speech claim the
Court held that a public school has authority over its curriculum and can control both the
pedagogy and content of curriculum as long as ‘their actions are reasonably related to
legitimate pedagogical concerns.’52 Declaring that schools are entitled to ensure that
participants learn whatever lessons the activity is designed to learn, that readers or listeners are
not exposed to material that may be inappropriate for their level of maturity, and that the views
of the individual are speaker are not erroneously attributed to the school,53

the Hazelwood Court opined expansively that ‘the education of the Nation’s youth is
primarily the responsibility of parents, teachers, and state and local school officials.’54
However, the authority of the school has remained the primary focus and almost two
decades later the Supreme Court, in Morse v. Frederick,55 upheld suspension of a student,
despite a challenge by parents on behalf of their son, where a student’s allegedly pro-drug
message on a banner at a school activity could be reasonably interpreted as suggesting that
‘the norms in [the] school . . . tolerated such behavior.’56 In the end the anti-drug values of
the school reigned supreme when counterbalanced against the free expression claims of
parents and students.57

Free speech and viewpoint discrimination
Finally, the Court, over thirty-five years ago in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School
District (Tinker),58 recognized that students in public schools have private free expression
rights under the free speech clause of the First Amendment unless the expression
‘materially disrupts classwork or involves substantial disorder or invasion of the rights of
others.’59 After the Supreme Court’s unanimous decision in Lamb’s Chapel v. Center
Moriches Union Free School District (Lamb’s Chapel),60 recognizing that private religious
expression is protected free speech and prohibiting viewpoint discrimination, federal courts
have become immersed in determining when religious expression can be prohibited or
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otherwise restricted. Most recently, a federal district court, in Zamecnik v. Indian Prairie
School District Board of Education (Zamecnik),61 balanced the views of an ‘evangelical
Christian’ student’s opposition to homosexuality with a high school’s written policy
prohibiting the wearing of ‘garments or jewelry with messages, graphics or symbols . . .
which are derogatory, inflammatory, sexual, or discriminatory.’62 While the school would
permit the student to wear a T-shirt with a message, ‘Be Happy, Be Straight,’ the school
would not permit the student to wear the T-shirt at issue in the case, ‘Be Happy, Not Gay.’
Invoking the ‘rights of others’ language from Tinker, the court reasoned that ‘Public school
students who may be injured by verbal assaults on the basis of a core identifying
characteristic such as race, religion, or sexual orientation, have a right to be free from such
attacks while on school campuses’ and that ‘a student’s right to ‘‘be secure and to be let
alone’’ . . . involves not only freedom from physical assaults but from psychological attacks
that cause young people to question their self-worth and their rightful place in society.’63
While Zamecnik suggests that public schools can craft their policies in such a way so as to
restrict expression that reflects negatively on the rights of others, other courts have not
been that restrictive. In Nixon v. Northern Local School District Board of Education64 a
federal district court granted injunctive relief to a high school student permitting him to
wear a T-shirt with the message, ‘Homosexuality is a sin! Islam is a lie! Abortion is
murder!’ where the school produced no evidence that the T-shirt message violated the
Tinker disruption test.
The Zamecnik and Nixon cases suggest that American public schools walk a tightrope
in determining how to give value to student expressions that may be at cross purposes with
the values a school desires to further in creating an open and welcoming environment for
all students. The fact that US courts have demonstrated a clear inclination to support
distribution of religious materials that either declare the proselytizing message of a
particular student65 or the opposition to an issue not associated with the status of students
(such as opposition to abortion) only serves to exacerbate the tension between personal
and public values.66
The Supreme Court, in Morse v. Frederick,67 addressed a student’s ‘Bong Hits 4 Jesus’
banner displayed on a street outside the entrance to the high school and held that public
school officials could take reasonable action to safeguard those students entrusted to their
care from the promotion or use of illegal drugs. Recognizing that this was, in fact, a school
speech case the Court upheld as reasonable the school principal’s interpretation that ‘Bong
Hits 4 Jesus’ was an illegal drug message, even though other interpretations were
possible.68 The Court’s observation that the banner did not concern a ‘political or
religious message’69 suggests that Morse was not intended to circumscribe all student
expression. However, the Court noted that ‘the mode of analysis set forth in Tinker is not
absolute,’70 suggesting that public schools, in addition to punishing student conduct in
opposition to its anti-drug policies, may also be able to establish other own value-laden
norms that will likewise be immune from student free speech challenges even in the absence
of evidence of disruption under a Tinker standard.
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals recent decision in Truth v. Kent School District
(Truth),71 suggests just such a result. In Truth the school district refused to recognize the
student religious organization Truth and permit it to use school facilities and resources
because, contrary to the district’s non-discrimination policy prohibiting discrimination on
the basis of religion,72 the organization ‘provided a biblically based club for those students
interested in growing in their relationship with Jesus Christ,’ restricted voting membership
to ‘members professing belief in the Bible and in Jesus Christ,’ and required voting
members and officers to sign a ‘statement of faith . . . affirm[ing] that he or she believes
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‘‘the Bible to be the inspired, the only infallible, authoritative Word of God.’’’73 Truth
represented the clash of two value systems  the organization’s membership rules requiring
adherence to specified biblical values and the school’s non-discrimination policy
purportedly mandating tolerance and diversity by prohibiting discrimination in a number
of areas, including religion. In the end the Ninth Circuit, with no evidence of disruption to
the educational process, upheld the school’s enforcement of its non-discrimination policy
and rejection of Truth’s permission to meet, because ‘States [as well as their administrative
units, school districts] have the constitutional authority to enact legislation prohibiting
invidious discrimination.’74
The Ninth Circuit’s decision in Truth suggests that the Supreme Court’s Morse decision
has tilted the balance in the religionvalues debate away from protected religious
expression and in favor of school policies that broadly oppose unacceptable conduct
that goes far beyond opposition to illegal activity (such as possession and use of drugs).
Morse, as interpreted through the Ninth Circuit’s decision in Truth, intimates approval
both for the authority of schools to declare and implement broad social policies and to
limit student opposition to those policies. Although the Supreme Court’s holding in Morse
was limited to the facts before it (student expression in support of illegal drugs), the law of
unintended consequences would suggest that the Court’s holding could just as easily be
wrenched from its factual context and be applied, as it was by the Ninth Circuit in Truth,
to the restriction of religion-based expression. In such a case one can query, it would seem,
the extent to which religious values are being valued at all in public schools. While
organizational (or institutional)75 religious values (as represented in Truth) can, arguably,
be separated from the religious beliefs of individuals (as represented in Zamecnik and
Nixon), the notion that individuals with similar beliefs cannot share and have protected
their similar collective beliefs seems like a distinction without a difference.

Federal statutes
Legislation has not had the prominence in fashioning religious values in public education
that it has in Australia and South Africa. However, in the Equal Access Act (EAA)76
Congress used the power of the purse to impose a balance in the treatment of religious,
political, philosophical, or other student-initiated and student-led speech. In upholding the
constitutionality of the EAA against an establishment clause challenge the Supreme Court
in Board of Education of Westside Community Schools v. Mergens (Mergens),77 determined
that Congress could prohibit all secondary schools receiving federal financial assistance
(all public schools in the USA) from denying student-initiated and student-led, noncurriculum-related religious groups from meeting during non-instructional time on school
premises. Although the impetus for passage of the EAA came from claimants desirous of
allowing religious meetings in public schools, the statute has had two other major effects.
First, once Mergens eliminated the Establishment Clause as an excuse for treating religious
groups differently than non-religious ones, the emphasis shifted beginning with Lamb’s
Chapel to providing constitutional protection for religious expression. Second, the EAA
has been used by a wider range of student groups, especially gay/straight clubs, to gain
access to meeting space on public school premises, providing an interesting example of the
law of unintended consequences. The EAA was enacted by Congress in response to the
insistence of evangelical Christian student groups that they be allowed to meet on school
premises, but the more recent use of the EAA by gay/lesbian student groups has prompted
those who consider homosexuality objectionable to their own religious values.78
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The debate around religious values and gay/lesbian rights has had an interesting federal
judicial sequel. In Boy Scouts of America v. Dale (Dale)79 the Supreme Court rejected the
application of a state non-discrimination statute, prohibiting sexual orientation discrimination, to a boy scout organization’s removal of a homosexual assistant scoutmaster. In
rejecting an alleged state non-discrimination law violation the Supreme Court in Dale
observed that ‘forced inclusion of an unwanted person in a group infringes the group’s
freedom of expressive rights if the presence of that person affects in a significant way the
group’s ability to advocate’ its viewpoint.80 In response to this decision a number of public
school districts enacted rules prohibiting the Boy Scouts from using public school property
for their meetings, alleging that the organization’s policy against homosexual leaders
violated state laws or school board rules. Two years after Dale Congress exercised its power
over the purse again by enacting The Boy Scouts of America Equal Access Act
(BSAEAA)81 to prohibit any school receiving federal funds and with a limited public
forum from discriminating against the Boy Scouts by denying the organization access to
public school premises.
In the light of the Supreme Court’s Dale decision and Congress’ EAA (as well as
BSAEAA) statute that appear to allow protection of beliefs opposing otherwise protected
values (e.g. sexual orientation choices) one must query whether the Ninth Circuit’s decision
in Truth is at cross purposes with these federal pronouncements. In parsing Dale and the
EAA the Ninth Circuit reasoned that: (1) ‘the guarantee of equal access [under the EAA]
does not require special treatment for religious groups’;82 (2) the school district’s nondiscrimination policies in Truth were ‘content-neutral . . . not time, place or manner
restrictions,’ thus suggesting that ‘Congress did not intend the [EAA] to apply to
nondiscrimination policies’;83 (3) those ‘merely seek[ing] general membership status [in
Truth] [were] not seek[ing] to participate on equal footing [under a ‘forced inclusion’
theory] with Truth’s voting members or leaders . . . [or as] a leader of the organization’ [as
had been the case in Dale].84
These reasons, while patently reasonable, do not, one could argue, account for the
disparate impact that even content neutral rules can have on religious beliefs, nor have
other federal courts been as quick to use content neutrality as a means of undercutting
Congress’ protection of ‘religious, political, philosophical, or other speech content.’85
Public school districts can, of course, avoid both the EAA or the BSAEAA altogether
by rejecting all federal funding, a choice that none have made, or by limiting access to their
facilities only to curriculum-related groups.86 However, the success of public schools
requires parent and broader community support and denying access to community groups
is not likely to create a climate of support to encourage passage of tax levies.
In sum, the US experience in fashioning the relationship between religion and
education has occurred largely in the courtroom rather than the legislature. Unfortunately,
that approach has not been conducive to the development of a coherent and cohesive
policy, such as is more evident in Australia and South Africa. In contrast to Australia,
which has given a more accommodationist interpretation to its establishment clause, the
US establishment clause has been weighed down by a long history of separation of
government and religion and, more recently, of reluctance to accord religious beliefs
constitutional protection even though a government entity’s neutral policy may affect
religious beliefs in a disproportionate manner.
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Values, religion, and education in Australia
Australia today is a multicultural nation. It has the original indigenous populations, early
English, Scottish and Irish migration, European migration during the 1950s, and an
increasing migrant (and refugee) population from Asia, particularly South-East Asia.
Religion, values, and education have always been a preoccupation of the public and those
providing education. Issues relating to these in Australia have the same origins as in the
USA. However, modern day practices that allow acceptability of the blurring of the three
within public and private education87 have evolved in quite different directions to those in
the USA.
First, public education in Australia has the same historical origin as in the USA.
Originally most schooling that was available was provided by churches, as charitable
work.88 An Australian report in 1821 urged the need for education so ‘that as little control
as possible be left to the parents over the time, the habits or dispositions of their
children,’89 and education was seen as important for moral and religious development. The
introduction of free, secular, and compulsory education in the 1870s drew considerable
debate from the churches and the community as to their ongoing involvement in education,
its purposes, and possible detrimental effect of the changes on the moral fiber of the child.
As in other nations, by the early twentieth century the values promoted by the new public
schooling and curriculum were the industrial development of the Australian nation,90
rather than the individual’s development, although religious education that promoted the
single religion of Christianity was permitted within school hours in a specific time
allocation.
At the same time that public education provision legislation was being developed the
Australian Constitution was being written prior to formation of the federation in 1901.
The Australian Constitution, like the US Constitution, has an establishment clause.91
However, the second point of difference with the USA is that direct public funding is
provided to the non-government schooling sector, irrespective of religious or secular status,
for both capital works and student instruction. This was introduced during the late 1960s
as part of a political platform to win an election. The concept of public funding for all was
popular with the electorate, succeeded, and has grown ever since. However, public funding
for non-government, particularly religious, schools has not been without some controversy
on a number of fronts. The constitutional validity of provision of public funds to schools
that had a religious foundation was tested in the seminal case between an AttorneyGeneral of Victoria and the Commonwealth Government (Black).92 In a leading decision
for the High Court Chief Justice Barwick stated:
I have been unable to find any statutory authorization by the Commonwealth of any religious
activity on the part of the non-government schools in the course of their educational activities.
That there is no statutory prohibition of such religious activities in the course of authorized
educational activities is scarce enough to make the appropriation and granting statutes, laws
for establishing a religion in the only sense, in my opinion, those words can have in the
Constitution. What the Constitution prohibits is the making of a law for establishing a
religion. This, it seems to me, does not involve prohibition of any law which may assist the
practice of a religion and, in particular, of the Christian religion.93

Justice Wilson elaborated further that in the provision of funding to religious schools
religion was:
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an incidental or indirect consequence of the pursuit of the educational purpose. In no case is
religion a criterion which attracts a grant. Even the most ‘religious’ of the schools which have
received assistance are first and foremost educational institutions which are required to strive
for a range and quality of education which is at least comparable to government schools.94

The High Court in Black also argued that the Establishment Clause in the Australian
Constitution, and the Constitutional papers, did not establish a separationist view of church
and state.95 Changes in Australian Government policy in the late 1990s allowed very small
schools to have access to federal public funding. In many cases such small schools have a
minority or more fundamentalist religious approach. This may cause some questioning as to
whether religious instruction is incidental to overall educational provision. In 2004 the
teachers’ union in New South Wales indicated that it would again challenge the
constitutional validity of public funding for non-government schools as it was argued that
evidence was available that public funding was being used to promote religious education.96
However, the challenge did not appear to eventuate, possibly due to lack of public support
for the position being taken. The current status, therefore, is that considerable public funding
is provided to religious schools where religious education is actively taught.
One of the few individual (as opposed to government-led) cases in Australia on the
topic of religious instruction in schools was a challenge in New South Wales that the saying
of prayers, hymn singing, and saying grace before meals with a Christian orientation in a
government school was ‘dogmatic and polemic’ religious instruction, as opposed to the
general religious instruction allowed under an 1880 Act.97 In 1967 a course in ‘General
religious and moral education’ had been introduced to schools designed to teach students
about Christianity and to promote moral values. Children read stories from the Scriptures,
with teachers advised that:
Stories are to be presented objectively. The teacher should refrain from any statement of creed or
expression of denominational views or personal belief. Rather, any discussion needs to be directed
towards the general understanding of the concepts of right and wrong, and of the good life.

The underlying moral tenets were to be emphasised. The curriculum was not compulsory.98
In this challenge the Court held that the teaching that had occurred and the general
religious education curriculum were within the boundaries of the type of general religious
education that were envisaged in the original nineteenth century act. The teaching of a
general Christian theme and values was allowable, although prioritizing a specific
Christian religion would have been dogmatic.
As noted, Australian anti-discrimination laws and tribunals appear very effective in
handling individual cases that may be treated as individual rights issues in other nations.
For example, in Queensland in 2002 Catholic schools were refusing to employ homosexual
teachers or those in known de facto relationships. The Queensland anti-discrimination act
1991 allows the imposition of ‘genuine occupational requirements’ for positive discrimination, including behaviors consistent with an employer’s religious beliefs.99 The Queensland
Government sought to narrow the term in 2002 Amendments to the Act, but was
unsuccessful in the face of the church lobbying. However, a compromise was reached. The
schools could not act in a discriminatory way against individuals because of lifestyle as
long as they did not disclose their status in the classroom, but were allowed to employ
teachers who were in accord with the school ethos. In Australia, then, general and specific
religion in school can underpin educational instruction in both private and public
schooling, supported through government funding, without successful challenge.
The third area of difference between Australia and the USA is that, despite our
Constitutions that federated prior independent states,100 the Australian Commonwealth
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government has been using its power of the purse far more effectively than could occur in
the USA to manage affairs that have in the past been seen as the domain of the states. With
recent international concerns with security and the increasing diversity of the Australian
population the Australian government has been active in promoting ‘Australian’ values and
moral and civic behavior, both in the general population and through schools.
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The Australian values include respect for the freedom and dignity of the individual, equality of
men and women, freedom of religion, commitment to the rule of law, Parliamentary
democracy, and a spirit of egalitarianism that embraces mutual respect, fair play, and
compassion for those in need.101

Future aspiring Australian citizens will need to complete a 45 minute, computer-based,
multiple choice test in English on Australian values. Sample questions have not yet been
released although public speculation about which Australian values may be truly
important are rife.
In schools the federal government has been active in promoting a ‘Civics and
citizenship education’ curriculum for implementation across Australia,102 with funding
tied to inclusion of civics and citizenship education learning outcomes in the state
curriculum, and national testing and reporting on the area.103 The nation also has a
National framework for values education in Australian schools104 that stipulates nine values
for Australian schooling to build ‘character’.
(1) Care and compassion: care for self and others.
(2) Doing your best: seek to accomplish something worthy and admirable, try hard,
pursue excellence.
(3) Fair go: pursue and protect the common good where all people are treated fairly for
a just society.
(4) Freedom: enjoy all the rights and privileges of Australian citizenship free from
unnecessary interference or control, and stand up for the rights of others.
(5) Honesty and trustworthiness: be honest, sincere and seek the truth.
(6) Integrity: act in accordance with principles of moral and ethical conduct, ensure
consistency between words and deeds.
(7) Respect: treat others with consideration and regard, respect another person’s point
of view.
(8) Responsibility: be accountable for one’s own actions, resolve differences in
constructive, non-violent and peaceful ways, contribute to society and to civic
life, take care of the environment.
(9) Understanding, tolerance and inclusion: be aware of others and their cultures,
accept diversity within a democratic society, being included and including others.105
In its most recent initiative the Australian government has introduced funding for a
chaplaincy initiative across all schools106 to promote the ‘spiritual and emotional wellbeing of school communities.’
Chaplains will be expected to provide general religious and personal advice, comfort and
support to all students and staff, regardless of their religious denomination, irrespective of
their religious beliefs. The choice of chaplaincy services, including the religious affiliation, is a
decision for the local school community, following broad consultation. Students are not
obliged to participate. Parents and students will be informed about the availability and noncompulsory nature of the chaplaincy services.
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School communities, on a voluntary basis, will apply for funding to employ chaplains who
must be accredited through a recognised or accepted religious organization.107
In Australia, then, values, religion, and education appear to have revisited the status of
the late eighteenth century and early settlement by European immigrants and become totally
merged within the operation of the nation. Although some states are enacting their own
rights bills, the Australian Commonwealth government has been increasing its power to
direct education through the power of the purse. This has included not just traditional
curriculum content areas, but issues of values and the moral and spiritual development of all
children. In comparative legal analyses with the USA it is often interesting to identify how
often apparently similar societies differ at a major level between the strength of the individual
right and the proposition of the common good. In every action the Australian government
demonstrates respect for all religions and freedom to practise, however, the concept of the
values that are espoused have a clear basis in Christian origins. In every action there is an
increasing undertone of mainstream and Christian beliefs. The very selection of the term
‘chaplain,’ with its origins and definition in Christian religions, for the latest initiative
appears to endorse this. In Australia values are free  as long as they are Australian values 
and education is seen as having a major role to play in their development.
South Africa
The role of values in the lives of South Africans could best be evaluated by probing their
origin,108 stemming from the application of personal principles derived from a world view
grounded in a specific religion. From another perspective, the foundation of educational
values is embedded in life values which are developed within a world view that has a
religious commitment at its core.109 When looking for a definition of the term values a
researcher might fall back on that of values being explicit or implicit opinions that are
characteristic of individuals or groups and to which their preference is given in making
decisions.110 Moreover, values form the basis for making decisions and influence the
standards of actions and attitudes that shape who people are, how they live, and how they
treat others.111
South Africa characterizes its approach to religion and education as a ‘co-operative
model’ that recognizes the ‘Separate spheres for religion and the state’ under the
Constitution, but also ‘[the] scope for interaction between the two.’112 It declares its ‘cooperative model’ to be a reaction both against the ‘theocratic model’ under apartheid ‘that
tried to impose religion in public institutions’113 and against ‘a separationist model . . .
[that] completely divorce[s] the religious and secular spheres of a society, such as in France
or the United States.’114 In fact, the National Policy on Religion and Education notes that
while:
we could reject any place for religion in education, by arguing that the mutual acceptance of
our common humanity is the only solution for societal harmony, [w]e believe that we will do
much better as a country if our pupils are exposed to a variety of religious and secular belief
systems, in a well-informed manner, which gives rise to a genuine respect for the adherents and
practices of all of these, without diminishing in any way the preferred choice of the pupil.115

In fact, religion is part of the country’s commitment to ‘nation building’ in the sense that
the National Policy ‘is driven by the dual mandate of celebrating diversity and building
national unity.’116
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Religion and education: an administrative approach
In attempting to reach a level of consensus about the ideal relationship between religion
and education the Department of Education in 2000 started a process of formal
consultation with the public (including religious leaders of all persuasions, education
unions, school governing body associations, and media debates) for the purpose of
formulating a written policy. The absence of a prior framework for addressing the
interaction of religion and education had resulted in learners being unfairly discriminated
against based on their religious beliefs117 and, thus, the intention of the eventual National
Policy on Religion and Education (National Policy)118 was to ensure that schools attended
to the spiritual dimensions of society.119
During the formulation process language in the National Policy underwent a
metamorphosis to reflect the objective of South African education to uphold the
fundamental constitutional rights of all the concerned parties.120 Thus, the final copy of
the National Policy replaced a draft copy’s assurance of positive neutrality121 with the
phrase positive impartiality.122 While the former refers to an attitude of indifference, the
latter implies one of fairness. Similarly, the phrase constitutional separation123 was
replaced by constitutional impartiality,124 also displaying an intention to remain fair,
which is reminiscent of the objective of South African education to uphold the
fundamental rights of all concerned parties, as guaranteed by the Constitution.
Despite these changes, the National Policy seems to be grounded in a secular world
view, since it professes neither a biblical nor a religious bias. To study religion from a
neutral vantage point is equal to approaching it from a declinatory viewpoint125 that
negates the notion of remaining impartial. On the other hand, the National Policy
contributes towards nation building,126 which calls for religious education to reach specific
outcomes and relay values that the state has identified.127 In this context religion becomes
an instrument of the state, without regard to neutrality or impartiality.128
In South Africa the Ministry of Education129 has identified 10 values in an attempt to
bring the Constitution to life in the classroom.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Democracy: a society’s means to engage critically with itself.
Social justice and equity: freedom from the material straits of poverty.
Equality: access to schooling must be equal.
Non-racism and non-sexism: black and female learners must have the same
opportunities to reach their potential as white and male learners.
(5) Ubuntu (human dignity): mutual understanding and active appreciation of the
value of human difference.
(6) An open society: a society that knows how to talk and how to listen will not have
to resort to violence.
(7) Accountability: there can be no rights without responsibilities.
(8) Rule of law: commonly accepted codes will grant meaning to accountability.
(9) Respect: a necessary precondition for progress and productivity.
(10) Reconciliation: healing past differences and redressing matters in material ways.
The above seems to be an honest effort in teaching the Constitution and applying it
practically in programmes and policy.
According to the Ministry of Education offering religious education in schools would
offer learners the opportunity not only to explore the morality and values that substantiate
the religions that inspire society but also to reaffirm the values of diversity, tolerance,
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respect, justice, compassion, and commitment in themselves.130 Although South Africa’s
constitutional values of human rights, equality, and freedom of religion and belief are
highly acclaimed, a dichotomy has developed between religious policy and practice at the
school level. The National Policy131 acknowledges the contribution of religion in society by
encouraging South Africans to create and maintain a distinctively unique relationship
between religion and education. Whether the National Policy has been implemented as
designed is another matter.
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Religion and education: a judicial approach to protecting values
In Pillay v. MEC for Education, KwaZulu Natal and Others (Pillay)132 the High Court in
KwaZulu Natal addressed a student’s challenge to a Code of Conduct prohibiting all jewelry
except earrings and a watch. The High Court, in overturning the decision of the Equality
Court for the District of Durban133 that punishment of the student for wearing a Hindu nose
stud did not violate the school’s Code of Conduct, reasoned that the school acted pursuant to
a flawed perspective in claiming that it was important to treat all female students in the same
way.134 Because the plaintiff belonged to a socially vulnerable group which suffered from
historically created patterns of disadvantage (the Hindu/Indian group) the High Court
concluded that ‘People who [were] not similarly situated should not be treated alike. . . . The
school[’s] fail[ure] to differentiate in favour of [the plaintiff] . . . represented [an] impair[ment
of her] human dignity.’135
In assessing the High Court’s balancing of competing values (the school’s enactment
and enforcement of its code of conduct and an individual student’s religious beliefs) one
must query whether the result is consistent with the South African Constitution’s Bill of
Rights. The High Court’s Pillay decision suggests that outward appearance related to
religious beliefs (dress requirements) can be treated as distinctively different, rather than as
equal, to other religious aspects, such as the public display of religious symbols, punitive
measures connected to religious beliefs,136 or public confirmation of faith at school.
In Danielle Antonie v Governing Body, The Settlers High School & Head Western Cape
Education Department (Antonie)137 a 15-year-old Grade 10 student who chose to wear her
hair in dreadlocks as a result of converting to Rastafarianism challenged a School
Governing Body (a parent group elected in every school to operate that school) decision to
suspend her for five days for violating the school’s code of conduct. Denying that her
misconduct had caused ‘disruption and uncertainty’138 as alleged by the Governing Body,
the student emphasized, instead, ‘her need to express her religious convictions and to
develop her individuality.’139 Nonetheless, the Governing Body, contending that the
student’s persistent defiance in wearing her dreadlocks without tying up her hair
transgressed a code of conduct provision, found her guilty of serious misconduct.
In reversing the student’s suspension the High Court in Antonie reasoned that to
enforce the school’s code of conduct in a rigid manner without considering the expressive
nature of the dreadlocks ‘would bring it into conflict with the justice, fairness and
reasonableness which underpins our new Constitution and centuries of common law.’140 In
addition, the court determined that punishment of the student for having dreadlocks and
wearing a hat infringed her human dignity. Defining human dignity as ‘mutual respect
including respect for one another’s convictions and cultural traditions,’141 the High Court
reasoned that treating the wearing of dreadlocks and a hat as ‘akin to immoral,
promiscuous or shockingly inappropriate behavior’ was ‘a blatant absurdity.’142
Antonie presents competing values similar to those discussed above in Truth. However,
the competing values in Antonie differ somewhat from those in Truth. In Truth the court
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balanced an organization’s right to project its religious beliefs with a school’s right to
further tolerance and diversity. In Antonie the student’s constitutional rights to human
dignity and expression were balanced against an organization’s (school’s) authority to
enforce its dress code. One can query whether, whatever values might be associated with a
school’s insistence on the corporate sameness of students’ appearance (or even the
sameness of organizational compliance with non-discrimination policies), such values have
the same quality and forcefulness as those dealing with individual religious rights
grounded expressly in the South Africa Constitution. Although the impact of Antonie
has yet to be realized in other South African court decisions, one can speculate that dress
codes may be the kind of rules that allow for greater variation where individual students’
religious or cultural objections are at issue.
The judiciary’s limitation on protecting values
However, the assertion of individual constitutional rights will not always prevail where the
values opposing those rights have a significant impact on society. In a non-education case,
Prince v. President, Cape Law Society and Others (Prince),143 also involving the Rastafarian
religion, the Constitutional Court144 recognized that even though the use of cannabis
represented a fundamental religious practice for Rastafarians and that banning such use
would represent a limitation on that practice, the fundamental social policy in fighting
drug abuse was more compelling and excluding Rastafarians from the ban would be
financially and administratively impossible. Finding that the statute criminalizing the use
of cannabis was content neutral and not ‘aimed at . . . the ten thousand Rastafarians in
South Africa,’145 the Court reasoned that the State’s compelling interest in
curtail[ing] . . . the world trade in cannabis . . . [of which] South Africa is one of the major
sources . . . would be substantially impaired . . . were the State to be required to devise some
form of exception to the general prohibition against the possession or use of cannabis in order
to cater for the religious rights of Rastafarians.146

Thus, while a state
should, wherever reasonably possible, seek to avoid putting believers to extremely painful and
intensely burdensome choices of either being true to their faith or else respectful of the law . . .
a society can cohere only if all its participants accept that certain basic norms and standards
are binding.147

Although not an education case, Prince reflects the practical realities of the interesting,
yet difficult, balance that needs to be drawn between legislating for the common good and
protecting individual rights and freedoms. The Constitutional Court’s decision in Prince,
when compared with Antonie and Pillay, exposes the slippery slope that South African
courts face in determining what kinds of value-laden rules will be subject to individual
exceptions. If dress codes must accommodate religious and cultural differences, what about
the carrying or wearing of religious or cultural iconic objects to school that might be used
to harm other students? Before South African courts become too entangled in parsing the
significance of individual rights one might consider the admonition of the US Supreme
Court’s Justice Thomas in calling for the reversal of Tinker, that the operation of public
schools should be the task of ‘Local school boards, not the courts.’148
In a more direct incursion into the operation of schools the Constitutional Court, in
Christian Education South Africa v. Minister of Education (Christian Education),149 upheld
an amendment to the South African Schools Act prohibiting corporal punishment in all
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public and private schools.150 In rejecting the claims of 196 independent schools ‘that the
blanket prohibition of its use in its schools invade[d] their individual, parental and
community rights freely to practise their [Christian] religion’151 the Court opined that
while ‘parents have a general interest in living their lives in a community setting according
to their religious beliefs, . . . they may no longer authorise teachers to apply corporal
punishment in their name pursuant to their beliefs’152 Accepting ‘that the prohibition of
corporal punishment is part and parcel of a national programme to transform the
education system, to bring it into line with the letter and spirit of the Constitution,’153 the
Court declared that ‘the State[’s] . . . interest in protecting pupils from degradation and
indignity . . . [implicates] the core value of human dignity in our Bill of Rights.’154
As in Prince, the Court in Christian Education leaves little in the way of guidance for
how to determine the values to be honored. To declare, on one hand, that ‘believers cannot
claim an automatic right to be exempted by their beliefs from the laws of the land,’ but, on
the other, that ‘the State . . . should . . . seek to avoid putting believers to extremely painful
and intensely burdensome choices of either being true to their faith or else respectful of the
law’155 is simply recreating the slippery slope. In a country such as South Africa where
parents enjoy none of the constitutional rights associated with Pierce, Meyer, and Yoder in
the USA156 have children simply become ‘creature[s] of the state’157 whose rights are
subject to the values of changing political and legal majorities?
Conclusion
Religion is the source of values that speak to a wide range of societal issues having an
impact on schools. Public schools are microcosms of the societies in which they function
and, thus, the schools must face the same problems of drugs, violence, tolerance, and
diversity that are part of society at large. In declaring and enforcing appropriate standards
for student conduct schools struggle to create a culture in which all students have a shared
sense of values. Creating that shared culture can be difficult where rules are simply
propagated without the underlying religious beliefs and practices that can provide a
framework and context for those values.
As reflected in this article, the challenge in the USA, Australia, and South Africa has
been whether, when, or how to permit the infusion of religious values into public
education. In both the USA and Australia the debate has revolved around a separationist
versus an accomodationist interpretation of the establishment clauses in the respective
countries’ constitutions. Australia, with a more accomodationist interpretation, has
permitted support of religion and religious incursions into public schools that would
not be allowed under the US Constitution. South Africa, with its more recent
Constitution, is evolving its own legislative, judicial, and administrative approach to
addressing religion and schools from a neutrality and impartiality perspective, but also an
approach that has at its core the political agenda of ‘nation building.’
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